ABOUT SHARKA BOSAKOVA

Native to the Czech Republic, Sharka Bosakova completed a Bachelor's degree in Fashion Design at the University of Liberec and a Master's degree in Theatre Set and Costume Design at the Janacek Academy of Music and Performing Arts in Brno. She moved to Australia in 2002, studied at the Queensland University of Technology in Brisbane and graduated with a Master's degree in theatre/creative industries. She also undertook a course at Griffith University in silver smiting and small object making.

You can find out more at www.sharka.superuser.com.au

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS

2016
Fashion Live Bratislava / Slovakia
3D printed accessories / Czech Fashion Council + MakersLab

2015
Alumni Honour Roll / Outstanding Graduate in a Creative Industries QUT Australia
Art Finisher - Pirates of the Caribbean 5 / Village Roadshow Studios
Sunshine Coast Fashion Festival / Australia
Mercedes Benz Fashion Week Prague

2013
Mercedes Benz Fashion Festival Brisbane
Fashion Exposed - DEBUT Melbourne Finalist

2011

BRAND IDENTITY

"Creating fashion that molds to the character and stories of our bodies".

Exploring freedom of movement, comfort and elegance. Creating sophisticated RELAXED LUXURY for contemporary women.

You can find out more at www.sharkabosakova.com

ONLY / TS 2017

Sharka Bosakova's transseasonal collection ONLY / TS 2017 was showcased at the Fashion Live Festival Bratislava in Slovakia. The collection is based on the theme of Body Construction and 3D technology. Together with the highly functional 3D jewellery set 'ONLY' are seeking abstraction of shapes and thoughts. Form follows function … simply getting to the ONLY .. from where new possibilities present themselves.
BODY CONSTRUCTION

Sharka Bosakova / Czech Fashion Council / Makers Lab - 3D accessories

"Kořeny - Roots" is an exploratory journey into the depths of the body, inner structures brought to the surface through 3D printed objects and jewellery.

Each piece arriving fully formed and revealing it's delicate layers of 3D printing technology simulating and extracting anatomical structures.

3D Fillament - Polylactic Acid (PLA) is derived from renewable resources like corn starch or sugar cane. Polylactic Acid is biodegradable and become liquid at its melting point (150-160 degrees Celsius).

FASHION LIVE BRATISLAVA - ONLY / TS 17

“Form follows function ... simply getting to the ONLY...from where new possibilities present themselves.”

The entire project is divided into four days of fashion shows, sales and showrooms, presents the best of Slovakian and Czech fashion scene, foreign brands, VIP socials and cultural events.

View the Sharka Bosakova collection on the runway at http://vimeo.com/208499487
ROOTS - magnetic accessories

The multifunctional jewellery set is convertible, as each piece can be attached or juxtaposed with another, via the built-in magnets. You can create your own vision / construction / structure. With a multitude of shapes and colour combinations, your earrings can become a brooch or necklace simply by attaching, detaching or rearranging the different components.

www.sharkabosakova.com
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